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Here are 34 works of Canadian ﬁction coming out in the second half of 2019 that we can't wait to
read.

Albatross by Terry Fallis

Terry Fallis is the author of Albatross. (McClelland & Stewart)

A Swedish study suggesting that everybody can excel in at least one sport changes the life of
high school student Adam Coryell. He discovers that he is a naturally gifted golf player, but as he
racks up the trophies, he's forced to admit to himself that he doesn't really enjoy the sport.

Terry Fallis is the author of several comedic novels. He has won the Stephen Leacock Memorial
Medal for Humour twice — for his novels The Best Laid Plans and No Relation. His debut
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book The Best Laid Plans won Canada Reads 2011.
When you can read it: Aug. 13, 2019
Why Terry Fallis makes all his main characters hapless but kind

This Little Light by Lori Lansens

Lori Lansens is the author of This Little Light. (Random House Canada)

Set in the year 2023, This Little Light takes place in a version of the U.S. that has re-criminalized
abortion and birth control. Over the course of 48 hours, two best friends are on the run from
police after being accused of bombing an American Virtue Ball at their posh California high
school. One of the teenagers is Rory Ann Miller, whose activist mother has been arrested while
her father works with the authorities.
Lori Lansens is a screenwriter and novelist from Chatham, Ont. She is also the author of three
other novels, including The Girls.
When you can read it: Aug. 13, 2019
Lori Lansens on canine crushes, tequila and really bad traﬃc

Watermark by Christy Ann Conlin
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